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any magazine, its magic is all about us. For, to the British
mind, America is now the land of dreams-come-true. Our
fathers knew it only as the home of redskins, buffaloes, and
Colt revolvers, peopled by scouts, confidence-men, and
slightly sententious darkies. But, for us, that air is heavy
with hi-jacking, automatics, Romneys, corners in wheat,
First Folios, and all the rich scents of modern piracy. The
whole continent is one big Treasure Island, with blind Pew
tapping at every corner and a hope (how rarely realised) of
Long John Silver at the White House. Small wonder that
we thrill at thoughts of the land where everything is possible
—the late William Jennings Bryan, syncopation, Henry
Ford, Niagara, Miss Gertrude Stein, Prohibition, Mr. Sinclair
Lewis, earthquake, flood, William Hale Thompson, and all
the latest wonders of the world.
Here is romance for jaded palates, and we throb respon-
sive. Not otherwise intrepid maiden ladies of uncertain age
glowed with romance, as the steam-packet bore them from
the trim lawns of Lord Palmerston's England, past the
bright railings of the Second Empire, to the heaped skylines
of romantic Sicily. For in Sicily anything might happen—
banditti in delicious pointed hats, cross-gartered muleteers,
a handsome goatherd, ransoms and rescues, and the delicate
attentions of Her Majesty's Vice-Consul at Catania.
Romance, which came (like nearly everything) out of the
East, follows the sun; and as we strain our eyes across the
sea we catch the glow of its stupendous setting in the West.
For it was eastern, when we first learned to be romantic.
The earliest figures of romance came, riding attenuated
chargers, out of the desert; and for a while their scimitar,
their burnous, and their dark Zuleika engaged us. Then the
focus of romance shifted a little westward, and the heroic
Greek replaced the Bedouin. The vogue was all for Klephts
and yataghans and Palikars and broken columns. Westward
again (to be precise, a little north of west), until for a brief,
incredible interlude Germany became the home of romance ;
and ragged clouds drifted with hooting owls above ruined

